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1. INTRODUCTION
Let V be a variety of groups and, for each n G 1, let V denote the freen
Žgroup of rank n in V. For information concerning varieties of groups we
w x .refer the reader to 9 . Let F be a group that belongs to V. We say that
 4X s ¤ , . . . , ¤ : F is a free basis of F if each function f from X to a1 n
group G that belongs to V extends to a unique group homomorphism f *:
F “ G. It is well known that V is characterized among the groups in Vn
by the property that it has a free basis that contains exactly n elements. It
 4is easy to see that if ¤ , . . . , ¤ is a free basis of V and k F n, then1 n n
 4 Ž .¤ , . . . , ¤ is a free basis of a copy of V . We often identify V with1 k k k
² :¤ , . . . , ¤ .1 k
For arbitrary varieties X and Y , we let XY denote the product variety
that consists of all groups H that have a normal subgroup N that belongs
to X such that HrN belongs to Y. Throughout we let A denote the
variety of all Abelian groups. Thus A 2 s AA is the metabelian variety
and, more generally, A ny1 A s AA ny1 s A n is the variety of all soluble
groups of derived length at most n.
For each m G 1 there is an obvious way to construct an epimorphism u :
Ž . Ž .V ‚ V , namely, by setting u ¤ s ¤ for i s 1, . . . , n and u ¤ s 1nqm n i i j
for j s n q 1, . . . , n q m. Clearly the kernel of this epimorphism is the
 4normal closure of ¤ , . . . , ¤ in V . In this article we considernq1 nqm nqm
whether all epimorphisms from V to V are essentially of this kind.nqm n
More precisely, we address the following question.
Question 1. If u : V ‚ V is an epimorphism, where m G 1, thennqm n
 4does there exist a free basis ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ of V such that ker u is1 2 nqm nqm
 4the normal closure of ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ in V ?1 2 m nqm
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Suppose that V is the variety of all groups, so that V is the absolutelyn
free group of rank n. Then a routine argument using the Nielsen reduction
Ž w x.process see, for example, 11, Theorem 3.3 shows that this question has
an affirmative answer. Furthermore, C. K. Gupta, N. D. Gupta, and G. A.
Noskov have shown that the above question also has an affirmative answer
if V is the variety of all metabelian groups. This follows immediately from
w x8, Theorem 3.1 . In view of the material contained below, it is interesting
to note that their proof depends on the following version of the ``Serre
w xConjecture'' for Laurent polynomial rings, which is due to R. Swan 16 : If
A is a free Abelian group of finite rank and M is a finitely generated
projective Z A-module, then M is free. Here, of course, Z A denotes the
integral group ring of A.
Our first result is quite elementary.
THEOREM A. Let m G 1 and let V denote the free group of rank n in an
¤ariety V. Suppose that V is locally nilpotent or locally finite and that u :
 4V ‚ V is an epimorphism. Then there exists a free basis ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤nqm n 1 2 nqm
 4of V such that ker u is the normal closure of ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ in V .nqm 1 2 m nqm
Let U denote the free group of rank n G 2 in the variety U of alln
Ž .Abelian-by- nilpotent of class at most 2 groups. In contrast to the results
given above, there exists an epimorphism u : U ‚ U such that ker u isnq1 n
w xnot the normal closure of a single element in U , 6, Theorem 1.1 .nq1
Clearly this shows that Question 1 does not have an affirmative answer in
general. Now, the variety U is rather ``well behaved'' in a number of ways.
For instance, each finitely generated group in U is residually finite and has
Ž wthe maximal condition on normal subgroups see, for instance, 14, Theo-
x.rems 9.51 and 5.34 . Consequently, one naturally suspects that there are
many other varieties V for which the answer to Question 1 is ``no.'' Our
main purpose in this article is to confirm this suspicion. To accomplish
Ž .this, we use our main technical result Theorem 2.4 below to establish the
Žfollowing theorem. Recall that a group G is said to be linearly orderable or
just orderable if its elements can be linearly ordered by a relation - in
such a way that, for all x, y, z g G, x - y implies that zx - zy and
.xz - yz.
THEOREM B. Let W be a ¤ariety of groups and for each k G 2 let Wk
denote the free group of rank k in W that is freely generated by w , w , . . . , w .1 2 k
Let V denote the free group of rank k in the ¤ariety V s AW. Suppose thatk
there exists n G 2 such that W has an ascending series N s G eG e ??? inn 1 2
which N is a normal torsion-free Abelian subgroup of W , each factorn
G rG is orderable and W s D‘ G . Suppose also that there existsiq1 i n is1 i
a g W l N such that a and aw n are linearly independent elements of N.ny1
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Then there exists an epimorphism u : V ‚ V such that ker u is not thenq1 n
normal closure of a single element in V .nq1
In Section 4 we improve this theorem by describing a subset V of Vnq1
such that ker u is the normal closure of V in V .nq1
To illustrate the utility of Theorem B, we use it to deduce two corol-
laries.
COROLLARY C. Let Y be a ¤ariety of groups and let Y and V denote thek k
free groups of rank k in Y and V s A 2 Y , respecti¤ely. Suppose that there
exists n G 3 such that Y has an ascending series of subgroups 1 sn
X e X e ??? in which each factor X rX is orderable and Y s D‘ X .1 2 iq1 i n is1 i
Then, if Y is neither the ¤ariety of all groups nor the tri¤ial ¤ariety, there exists
an epimorphism u : V ‚ V such that ker u is not the normal closure of anq1 n
single element in V .nq1
Ž .Let S denote the absolutely free soluble group of rank r andr , d
derived length d. Thus S ( F rF Žd. and so it is clear that the factors inr , d n n
the derived series of S are free Abelian. Since torsion-free Abelianr , d
w xgroups are orderable 12, Chap. 13, Lemma 1.6 , we may apply the
preceding corollary to deduce that, for each r G 3 and d G 1, there exists
an epimorphism u : S ‚ S such that ker u is not the normalrq1, dq2 r , dq2
closure of a single element in S . This shows that the aforemen-rq1, dq2
tioned result of Gupta, Gupta, and Noskov does not extend to the free
Ž .soluble groups of derived length greater than 2, at least when n G 3 .
COROLLARY D. Let W be a locally nilpotent ¤ariety and let W and Vk k
denote the free groups of rank k in W and V s AW , respecti¤ely. If Wny1
and W are torsion-free and of the same class c G 2, for some n G 2, thenn
there exists an epimorphism u : V ‚ V such that ker u is not the normalnq1 n
closure of a single element in V . In particular, if W is a nilpotent ¤ariety ofnq1
class c in which the free groups are torsion-free, then such an epimorphism u
exists for each n ) c.
We remark that the preceding three results provide negative answers to
Question 1 only for m s 1. We have a little to say about the possibility of
extending these results to larger values of m in Section 5. For now, we
record the following ``stability theorem'' which is an easy consequence of
w x w xresults in 5 . It is interesting to note that the result from 5 that we
Ž .require to prove part ii of this theorem depends on Stafford's extension
w xof the Foster]Swan theorem to noncommutative Noetherian rings 15 .
Ž .Thus Theorem E ii is ultimately a consequence of this deep result from
the ``stable range theory'' of classical algebraic K-theory.
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THEOREM E. Let V denote the free group of rank n in a ¤ariety V andn
let u : V ‚ V be an epimorphism. Ifnqm n
Ž .i V is locally polycyclic and m ) 1, or
Ž .ii V has a normal nilpotent subgroup N such that V rN is polycyclic,n n
of Hirsch length h, say, and m ) h q 1, then there exists a free basis
 4¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ of V such that ker u is the normal closure of1 2 nqm nqm
 4¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ in V .1 2 m nqm
Ž .Since finitely generated nilpotent groups are polycyclic, part ii of this
theorem applies to the groups V considered in Corollary D. For instance,n
let W be a nilpotent variety of class c in which the free groups are
torsion-free, and let W and V be as in Corollary D. Then, even thoughk k
the answer to Question 1 is ``no'' whenever n ) c and m s 1, it is ``yes''
whenever m is sufficiently large.
Throughout we write group homomorphisms and ring homomorphisms
on the left of their arguments. All modules are left modules whereas
module homomorphisms are written on the right. This notation differs
w x Žfrom that used in 6 to which we refer the reader for most of the proof of
.Lemma 2.1 , but is standard in those works on the Fox calculus that we
cite in Section 2. We write Z K for the integral group ring of a group K
and D for the augmentation ideal of Z K. Given elements x and y in aK
w x y1 y1 x y1group K we let x, y s x y xy and y s x yx. More generally, if x
and y are elements of a ring G and x is a unit, we write y x for xy1 yx.
2. FOX DERIVATIVES, MAGNUS EMBEDDING, AND
STABLY FREE MODULES
In this section we collect most of the technical material that we need to
prove our theorems. Some of the results that are included here are slightly
more general than we need for our applications. This does not increase the
difficulty of our presentation and we believe that, in this form, these
results have further applications.
Let F denote the absolutely free group of rank n with basisn
 4x , x , . . . , x and recall that the Fox derivatives ›r› x , ›r› x , . . . , ›r› x1 2 n 1 2 n
Ž .are the unique left derivations ›r› x : ZF ‚ ZF such that › x r› x si n n j i
d for all i, j s 1, 2, . . . , n. Here d is Kronecker's delta function. Thus,i, j i, j
Ž . Ž .› u q ¤ r› x s › ur› x q › ¤r› x and › gh r› x s › gr› x qi i i i i
Ž .g › hr› x for all u, ¤ g ZF , g, h g F , and i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i n n
² :Let G s g , g , . . . , g be any n-generator group and let R denote1 2 n
Ž .the kernel of the epimorphism p : F ‚ G given by p x s g , forn i i
i s 1, 2, . . . , n, so that F rR ( G. Note that p induces a ring epimorphismn
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ZF “ ZG, which we also denote by p . Let L s ZG and, for each k G 1,n
 4 klet t , t , . . . , t be a free basis of L , the free left L-module of rank k.1 2 k
Thus each element t g Lk can be written uniquely in the form t s
Ýk l t , where l g L for i s 1, . . . , k.is1 i i i
We fix n G 2 once and for all. It is easy to see that
nq1 g tG L nq1s g g G, t g L½ 5ž / ž /0 1 0 1
Ž .forms a group under formal matrix multiplication. Let M p denote the
subgroup generated by the matrices
g ti iy s , where i s 1, 2, . . . , n.i ž /0 1
Ž w x. Ž .It is well known see, for instance, 3, Sect. 3.2 that the well-defined
Ž .map d : F rR9 ‚ M p given byp n
d np p f Ý p › fr› x tŽ . Ž .is1 i ifR9 “ , 1Ž .ž /0 1
Ž .for all f g F , is an isomorphism. The group M p is called the Magnusn
embedding of F rR9 with respect to p .n
Let D denote the augmentation ideal of L. It is well known that D isG G
generated by g y 1, g y 1, . . . , g y 1 as a left ideal. It follows that the1 2 n
L-module homomorphism
r : Ln ‚ D defined by t r s g y 1, for i s 1, . . . , n 2Ž .G i i
Ž w x.is an epimorphism. A well-known result of Lyndon see 3, Theorem 3.6
asserts that
ker r s p › rr› x t q p › rr› x t q ??? qp › rr› x t N r g R . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2 n n
3Ž .
w x wNow V. N. Remeslennikov and V. G. Sokolov 13 and J. S. Birman 3,
g tx Ž .Theorem 3.7 have shown that a matrix A s with g g G and t s0 1
n n Ž . n Ž .Ý l t g L lies in M p if and only if Ý l g y 1 s g y 1. Equiva-is1 i i is1 i i
Ž .lently, A g M p if and only if tr s g y 1.
q qŽ .Let p : F ‚ G be the epimorphism given by p x s g for i snq1 i i
qŽ . q1, 2, . . . , n and p x s 1. Let S s ker p so that F rS ( G. Thenq1 nq1
above discussion shows that d q is an isomorphism from F rS9 top nq1
Ž q. Ž q.M p , where M p is the subgroup of
G Lnq1ž /0 1
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Ž .generated by M p and the matrix
1 tnq1 .ž /0 1
g t nq1 nq1Ž .Moreover, a matrix B s with g g G and t s Ý l t g L lies inis1 i i0 1
Ž q. n Ž . Ž q.M p if and only if Ý l g y 1 s g y 1. Equivalently, B g M p ifis1 i i
Ž .and only if t y l t r s g y 1.nq1 nq1
Since F rS9 is an extension of the Abelian group SrS9 by G, wenq1
Ž q.deduce that M p belongs to the variety AX whenever G belongs to a
variety X.
We retain the notation introduced above throughout the remainder of
this section.
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that there exists a L-module epimorphism f : Lnq1
‚ Ln such that ker f is non-cyclic, t fr s g y 1 for i s 1, . . . , n andi i
Ž q. Ž .t fr s 0. Then there exists an epimorphism of groups f*: M p ‚ M pnq1
Ž q.such that ker f* is not the normal closure of a single element in M p .
Proof. We define f* by
g t g tf g t qf* s for all g M p .Ž .ž / ž / ž /0 1 0 1 0 1
Ž q. Ž .That f* is indeed an epimorphism from M p to M p can be shown by
w xrepeating the proof of 6, Lemma 5.1 mutatis mutandis, keeping in mind
there here we are using left modules. The result now follows by making
Ž . w xthe obvious appropriate changes in the proof of 6, Lemma 5.3 .
A finitely generated module P over a ring G is said to be stably free of
rank p if there exists a free G-module F of finite rank k such that P [ F
is free of rank p q k. We say that a G-module is stably free if it is stably
free of rank p for some p. If G s Z H for some group H and P is a stable
Žfree G-module of rank p, it is easy to see by applying Z H m to theZ
.module P [ F, for instance that the integer p is uniquely determined.
Clearly a free G-module of rank p is stably free of rank p. However, there
are many examples of non-free stably free modules in the literature. In his
w xvery interesting paper 1 , V. A. Artamonov gave many examples of groups
ŽH such that Z H has non-free stably free modules. We remark, for future
.use, that these modules are all 2-generator and have rank 1. We use
Artamonov's results throughout what follows. His approach is based on
w xthe following striking equation 1, Proposition 1 in which x and y are
assumed to be elements of a ring G such that x is invertible and
yy x s y x y:
xy2 x y y x q y x q xy2 y x y s 1. 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
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It follows that, under these mild assumptions, the homomorphism of free
G-modules f : Ge [ Ge “ G given by e f s x q y x and e f s y is an1 2 1 2
epimorphism. Since the module G is projective, we deduce that ker f [ G
w x( G [ G, and so ker f is stably free. Proposition 7 of 1 gives some
Ž wsufficient conditions for ker f to be non-cyclic. The conclusion of 1,
xProposition 7 is that ker k is non-free. However, to establish this conclu-
.sion, Artamonov shows that ker f is non-cyclic. For our purposes we only
require the following weak version of this result.
LEMMA 2.2. Let H be a non-Abelian group that has an ascending series
N s H e H e ??? such that N is a normal torsion-free Abelian subgroup of1 2
H, each factor H rH is orderable and H s D‘ H . Suppose that x g Hiq1 i is1 i
and y g Z N are such that Z Ny xy1 q Z Ny xy2y is not a principal ideal of Z N.
Then the kernel of the Z H-epimorphism f : Z He [ Z He ‚ Z H gi¤en by1 2
e f s x q y x and e f s y is non-cyclic. Furthermore, ker f is generated by the1 2
elements
x q y x xy2 x y y y 1 e q x q y x xy2 y xeŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 2
and
yxy2 x y y e q yxy2 y x y 1 e .Ž . Ž .1 2
Proof. To prove the first part of the lemma, we need only verify that
w xthe hypotheses of 1, Proposition 7 are satisfied by A s Z H. To this end
we set I s 0 and A s Z H for i s 1, 2, . . . . It is well known that groupi i
Žrings have invariant basis number. Since Z N is an integral domain see, for
w x. winstance, 12, Chap. 13, Theorem 4.1 , it follows easily from 12, Chap. 13,
xLemma 1.9 that A has no non-zero divisors of zero. That A = A is aniq1 i
w xa-extension for i s 1, 2, . . . follows from 1, Sect. 2, Lemma 1 .
w xThe final statement in the lemma follows from 1, Proposition 2 .
p
LEMMA 2.3. Let R ¤ F ‚ G be a presentation of a group G and letn
L s ZG. Suppose that x g G and y g L are such that yy x s y x y and that
the kernel of the epimorphism a : t L [ t L ‚ L gi¤en by t a s x q y x,n nq1 n
x Ž .t a s y is non-cyclic. Suppose further that yy s d p › r r› x qnq1 1 1 n
Ž . Ž .d p › r r› x q ??? qd p › r r› x for some r , . . . , r g R and d , . . . , d2 2 n l l n 1 l 1 l
g L. Then there exists a L-epimorphism f : Lnq1 ‚ Ln such that ker f is
non-cyclic, t fr s g y 1 for i s 1, . . . , n and t fr s 0. Moreo¤er, ker fi i nq1
is generated by
t s y x q y x xy2 y x y y 1 xy2s y x q y x xy2 y x y y 1 xy2 yy x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 n
q x q y x xy2 x y yŽ . Ž .Ž
q x q y x xy2 y x y y 1 xy2 x y y y 1 t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . . nq1
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and
t s y yxy2 y x y 1 y y 1 xy2s y yxy2 y x y 1 y y 1 xy2 yy x tŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 n
q yxy2 x y y q yxy2 y x y 1 y y 1 xy2 x y y t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . nq1
where
ny1 l
s s d p › r r› x t .Ž .Ý Ý i i j jž /
js1 is1
Proof. Let b : Lnq1 ‚ Ln be the L-epimorphism defined by t b s ti i
Ž x.for i s 1, . . . , n y 1, t b s x q y t , and t b s yt . Observe thatn n nq1 n
ker b is non-cyclic since it is isomorphic to ker a . We show how we may
modify b to obtain an epimorphism f with the desired properties.
Ž . n Ž .Ž .Recall from 3 that Ý p › rr› x g y 1 s 0 for all r g R. Itks1 k k
follows that
ny1 l
sbr s d p › r r› x g y 1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i i j jž /
js1 is1
l ny1
s d p › r r› x g y 1Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i j jž /is1 js1
l
s y d p › r r› x g y 1Ž . Ž .Ý i i n n
is1
s yyy x g y 1 .Ž .n
Ž . y 2 ŽŽ . .Let e s t y y y 1 x x y y t y s and note thatnq 1 nq 1 n
t , t , . . . , t , e is a basis of Lnq1. Now1 2 n nq1
e br s yt r y y y 1 xy2 x y y x q y x t r q yy x g y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .nq1 n n n
s y g y 1Ž .n
y y y 1 xy2 x y y x q y x g y 1 q yy x g y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
s y g y 1 y y y 1 xy2 x y y x q y x q yy x g y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
s y g y 1 y y y 1 xy2 x 2 g y 1 by 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .n n
s y g y 1 y y y 1 g y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .n n
s g y 1.n
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Ž x .Let e s t y x q y e and note that e br s 0. Sincen n nq1 n
 4 nq1t , . . . , t , e , e is a basis of L there exists an automorphism z of1 ny1 n nq1
Lnq1 such that t z s t for i s 1, . . . , n y 1, t z s e , and t z s e .i i n nq1 nq1 n
Let f s zb. Clearly f : Lnq1 ‚ Ln is an epimorphism. Moreover, ker f s
Ž . y1ker b z , and so ker f ( ker b is non-cyclic. Now t fr s g y 1 fori i
i s 1, . . . , n y 1, t fr s e br s g y 1, and t fr s e br s 0,n nq1 n nq1 n
which proves the first part of the lemma.
It follows easily from Lemma 2.2 that ker b is generated by the elements
g s x q y x xy2 x y y y 1 t q x q y x xy2 y x t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 n nq1
and
g s yxy2 x y y t q yxy2 y x y 1 t .Ž . Ž .2 n nq1
Consequently, ker f is generated by t s g zy1 and t s g zy1. It is easy1 1 2 2
to verify that
t zy1 s t for i s 1, . . . , n y 1,i i
t zy1 s x q y x t q t ,Ž .n n nq1
and
t zy1 s y y y 1 xy2s q 1 q y y 1 xy2 x y y x q y x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .nq1 n
q y y 1 xy2 x y y t .Ž . Ž . nq1
Direct calculation now shows that, for i s 1, . . . , n y 1, n q 1, the coeffi-
cients of t in t s g zy1 and t s g zy1 are as given in the lemma.i 1 1 2 2
Moreover, the coefficient of t in t isn 1
x q y x xy2 x y y y 1 x q y xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
q x q y x xy2 y x 1 q y y 1 xy2 x y y x q y xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s x q y x xy2 x y y y 1 x q y xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
q x q y x xy2 y x 1 q y y 1 xy2 x 2 y yy x by 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž .
s x q y x xy2 x y y x q y x y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž
qxy2 y x 1 q y y 1 xy2 x 2Ž .Ž . .
y x q y x xy2 y x y y 1 xy2 yy xŽ . Ž .
s x q y x xy2 x y y x q y x q y x yŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
y x q y x y x q y x xy2 y x y y 1 xy2 yy xŽ . Ž . Ž .
s x q y x xy2 x 2 y x q y xŽ . Ž .
y x q y x xy2 y x y y 1 xy2 yy x by 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s y x q y x xy2 y x y y 1 xy2 yy x ,Ž . Ž .
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as claimed. A similar calculation shows that the coefficient of t in t isn 2
Ž y2 x .Ž . y2 xy yx y y 1 y y 1 x yy and the proof is complete.
p
Let R ¤ F ‚ G be a presentation of a group G and let L s ZG. Letn
1 t 1 t qT s g M p ,Ž .½ 5ž / ž /0 1 0 1
a multiplicative Abelian group. Since
1 t 9 1 t 1 t q t 9 nq1s for all t , t 9 g L ,ž / ž / ž /0 1 0 1 0 1
1 ltŽ .we may view T as a L-module by defining l A s for all l g L and all0 1
1 t y1Ž .A s g T. Given elements f and h of an arbitrary group, we call fhf0 1
Ž q.the left conjugate of h by f. Now M p acts on T by left conjugation,
y1 Ž q.that is, via M( A s MAM for all M g M t and A g T. It is easy to
Ž q. Ž q.see that this action of M p on T makes T a Z M p -module in a
natural way.
q g tŽ . Ž .Let h: M p “ G be the group homomorphism such that h s g0 1
g t qŽ . Ž .for all g M p . We also write h for the induced ring homomorphism0 1
Ž q.from Z M p to ZG s L. Now
y1
g t g t 1 gt 91 t 9 1 t 9s s g , 5Ž .ž / ž /ž / ž / ž /0 1 0 10 1 0 1 0 1
nq1 Ž .for all g g G and t g L , and it follows easily that z ( A s h z A for
Ž q.all z g Z M p and A g T.
By using these module structures on T we can write ``complicated''
elements of T as products of left conjugates of ``simpler'' elements of T in
1 t 1 ltŽ . Ž .the following way. Suppose that A s g T and that B s for some0 1 0 1
Ž q.l g L. Then B s l A s z ( A where z g Z M p is any preimage of l
under h. We may now interpret z ( A as a product of left conjugates of A
in an obvious way. It is a relatively easy task to find an element z with the
required property: if l s Ý z g where z g Z and g g G for each i, theni i i i
Ž q.we may choose z s Ý z h where h is any element of M p that has g asi i i i
1 m qŽ . Ž . Ž .its 1, 1 -entry. For instance, if D s g M p and0 1
g mi if s , for i s 1, 2,i ž /0 1
then
1 2 g q g 2 g mŽ . 2 22 1 2 s 2 g q g g D s 2 f q f f ( DŽ . Ž .2 1 2 2 1 2ž /0 1
s f D2 fy1 f 2 f Dfy1 fy2 .Ž . Ž .2 2 1 2 2 1
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We use this action of L on T for the remainder of this section. We do
Ž q.not need to use the action of Z M p on T until Section 4.
The following theorem is the main result of this section and is of
independent interest.
p
THEOREM 2.4. Let R ¤ F ‚ G be a presentation of a group G andn
suppose that G has an ascending series N s G eG e ??? such that N is a1 2
normal torsion-free Abelian subgroup of G, each factor G rG is orderableiq1 i
and G s D‘ G . Suppose also that there exist x g G and y g Z N suchis1 i
that Z Ny x
y1 q Z Ny xy2y is not a principal ideal of Z N and that yy x s
Ž . Ž . Ž .d p › r r› x q d p › r r› x q ??? qd p › r r› x for some r , . . . , r g1 1 n 2 2 n l l n 1 l
R and d , . . . , d g L. Let1 l
n
1 p › r r› x tŽ .Ý i j jD s , for i s 1, . . . , l ,js1i  00 1
D s d D d D ??? d D and1 1 2 2 l l
1 tnq1Z s .ž /0 1
Then
Ž . Ž q. Ž .i there exists an epimorphism f*: M p ‚ M p such that ker f*
Ž q.is not the normal closure of a single element in M p ,
Ž .ii ker f* is the normal closure of
1 t 1 t1 2T s , T s ,1 2½ 5ž / ž /0 1 0 1
Ž q. nq1in M p where t and t are the elements of L gi¤en in Lemma 2.3,1 2
and
Ž .iii T s b Dc Z and T s b Dc Z where1 1 1 2 2 2
b s y x q y x xy2 y x y y 1 xy2 ,Ž . Ž .1
c s x q y x xy2 x y yŽ . Ž .Ž1
q x q y x xy2 y x y y 1 xy2 x y y y 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . .
b s y yxy2 y x y 1 y y 1 xy2Ž .Ž .2
c s yxy2 x y y q yxy2 y x y 1 y y 1 xy2 x y y .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .2
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x x Ž .Proof. Since y g Z N, it is clear that yy s y y and so Eq. 4 above
shows that the map f : L t [ L t “ L t given by t f s x q y x andn nq1 n n
t f s y is an epimorphism. Moreover, Lemma 2.2 shows that ker f isnq1
non-cyclic. Lemma 2.3 now shows that there exists a L-epimorphism f :
Lnq1 ‚ Ln such that ker f is non-cyclic, t fr s g y 1 for i s 1, . . . , ni i
and t fr s 0. Furthermore, ker f is generated by t and t , wherenq1 1 2
these elements are given in Lemma 2.3. Lemma 2.1 now yields the
Ž q. Ž .existence of an epimorphism f*: M p ‚ M p such that ker f* is not
Ž q. Ž .the normal closure of a single element in M p and the proof of i is
complete.
nq1  4 Ž .For each t g L and i g 1, . . . , n q 1 , let l t denote the coeffi-i
nq1 Ž .cient of t in t so that t s Ý l t t . The criterion for membership ini is1 i i
q 1 t qŽ . Ž . Ž .M p given immediately before Lemma 2.1 shows that g M p if0 1
Ž Ž . . nand only if t y l t t r s 0, where r : L ‚ D is the L-epimor-nq1 nq1 G
Ž .phism that we defined at 2 . Now, using the description of t given in1
Ž x. y2 xŽ . y2Lemma 2.3, and setting X s y x q y x y y y 1 x , we see that
t y l t t rŽ .Ž .1 nq1 1 nq1
s X sr q yy x t rŽ .n
ny1 l
xs X d p › r r› x g y 1 q yy g y 1Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i i j j nž /ž /js1 is1
ny1 l
s X d p › r r› x g y 1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i i j jž /ž js1 is1
l
q d p › r r› x g y 1Ž . Ž .Ý i i n nž / /is1
n l
s X d p › r r› x g y 1Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i i j jž /ž /js1 is1
l n
s X d p › r r› x g y 1Ž .Ž .Ý Ýi i j iž /ž /is1 js1
s 0,
Ž . Ž Ž . .by 3 . A similar argument shows that t y l t t r s 0 and we2 nq1 2 nq1
deduce that
1 t 1 t1 2T s and T s1 2ž / ž /0 1 0 1
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Ž q. Ž .are elements of M p . Using 5 , it is easy to see that the normal closure
 4 Ž q. Ž . Ž .of T , T in M p is ker f* and so we have proven ii . Part iii follows1 2
easily after observing that
l n
x1 d p › r r› x t 1 s q yy tŽ .Ý Ýi i j j nž /D s s .is1 js1 ž /0 1 0
0 1
3. THE PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
The Proof of Theorem A. Since finite groups and finitely generated
w x w xnilpotent groups are Hopfian 9, 41.52 , V is Hopfian. Thus 9, 41.33 ,nqm
every set of n q m elements that generates V is a free basis of V .nqm nqm
² :Suppose that V s u , . . . , u where u , . . . , u g ker u . Let Nnqm 1 nqm 1 m
denote the normal closure of u , . . . , u in V and observe that1 m nqm
V rN ( V . Since N F ker u it follows immediately from the Hopficitynqm n
of V that N s ker u . Consequently, it suffices to show that there existn
² :¤ , . . . , ¤ g V such that V s ¤ , . . . , ¤ and ¤ , . . . , ¤ g1 nqm nqm nqm 1 nqm 1 m
ker u .
² :Suppose first that V is locally finite. Let G and H s h , . . . , h be1 d
finite groups such that G is d-generator and suppose that c : G ‚ H is an
w xepimorphism. Gaschutz has shown 7 that there exist g , . . . , g g G suchÈ 1 d
Ž . ² :that c g s h for i s 1, . . . , d and G s g , . . . , g . Since V can bei i 1 d n
generated by n q m elements, m of which are the identity element, it
follows that there exist ¤ , . . . , ¤ g V such that V s1 nqm nqm nqm
² :¤ , . . . , ¤ and ¤ , . . . , ¤ g ker u . This proves the result for locally1 nqm 1 m
finite varieties V.
Suppose now that V is locally nilpotent. Evidently u induces an epimor-
phism u *: V rV X ‚ V rV X. Note that A s V rV X andnqm nqm n n nqm nqm nqm
A s V rV X are free groups in an Abelian variety. It is easy to see thatn n n
² :there exist a , . . . , a g A such that A s a , . . . , a and1 nqm nqm 1 nqm
a , . . . , a g ker u *. Indeed, this is well known if A and A are1 m nqm n
Ž .absolutely free Abelian and follows from the previous paragraph in case
A and A are finite. Let a s u V X for i s 1, . . . , n q m. Sincenqm n i i nqm
V is nilpotent, V X is contained in the Frattini subgroup of V andnqm nqm nqm
² X : ² :so V s u , . . . , u , V s u , . . . , u . Similarly, V snqm 1 nqm nqm 1 nqm n
² Ž . Ž . X: ² Ž . Ž .:u u , . . . , u u , V s u u , . . . , u u . It follows that, formq 1 nqm n mq1 nqm
² : Ž .each i s 1, . . . , m, there exist b g u , . . . , u such that u b si mq1 nqm i
Ž . y1u u . Let ¤ s u b for i s 1, . . . , m and ¤ s u for i s m q 1, . . . ,i i i i i i
² :n q m. It is clear that V s ¤ , . . . , ¤ and ¤ , . . . , ¤ g ker u .nqm 1 nqm 1 m
The result follows.
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The Proof of Theorem B. Let L s ZW and let p : F ‚ W be then n n
Ž .epimorphism given by p x s w for i s 1, 2, . . . , n. Therefore R s ker pi i
is the verbal subgroup of F corresponding to the laws of W , F rR ( Wn n n
Ž . Ž .and F rR9 s M p ( V where M s M p is the group of matricesn n
² : Ž .discussed in Section 2. Let f g x , x , . . . , x be such that p f s a1 2 ny1
w w xxand let r s f , f , x . Since N is Abelian we see that r g R. One readilyn
y 1w xy 1Ž . y 1 y 1Ž .computes that › rr› x s f f , x f y 1 f x f y 1 sn n n
y 1 w xy 1 y 1 y 1 Ž x ny 1 .Ž . Ž .f f , x f x f y 1 f y 1 and so p › rr› x sn n n
y1 y1 y1Ž w ny1 .Ž . y1a w a a y 1 a y 1 . We set y s a y 1 and x s w and noten n
x x x Ž .that y y s yy since a g N. It now follows that yy s aw ap › rr› x .n n
w n
y 1 wSince our hypotheses imply that a and a are linearly independent, 1,
x xy1 xy2Sect. 2, Lemma 2 shows that the ideal Z Ny q Z Ny y of Z N is not
Ž . Ž .principal. Thus Theorem 2.4 i applies with G s W and shows that theren
Ž q. Ž .exists an epimorphism f*: M p ‚ M p such that ker f* is not the
Ž q. Ž . Ž .normal closure of a single element in M p . Moreover, parts ii and iii
Ž q.of Theorem 2.4 show that ker f* is the normal closure in M p of
 4T s b Dc Z, T s b Dc Z where1 1 1 2 2 2
n
1 aw a p › rr› x tŽ . 1 tÝn j j nq1D s , Z s ,js1 ž /0 1 00 1
and b , c , b , c are the elements of L s ZW given in Theorem 2.4. We1 1 2 2 n
do not require this latter result until Section 4.
Ž q.Recall from the discussion immediately before Lemma 2.1, that M p
Ž .is an n q 1 -generator group that belongs to the variety V s UW.
Ž q.Consequently, there exists an epimorphism g : V ‚ M p such thatnq1
w t 1 ti i nq1g ¤ s , for i s 1, . . . , n and g ¤ s .Ž . Ž .i nq1ž / ž /0 1 0 1
Ž .Our reason for this choice of g becomes clear in Section 4. Furthermore,
Ž .on identifying M p with V , we obtain an epimorphism u s f*g : V ‚n nq1
V . Suppose, for a contradiction, that ker u is the normal closure of then
single element ¤ in V . Then ker f* is the normal closure of the singlenq1
Ž . Ž q.element g ¤ in M p and this contradiction completes the proof of the
theorem.
The Proof of Corollary C. Let W be the product variety AY , W then
 4free group of rank n in W and L s ZW . Let y , . . . , y be a free basisn 1 n
Ž .of Y and let p : F ‚ Y be the natural map defined by p x s y forn n n i i
i s 1, . . . , n. Thus R s ker p is the verbal subgroup of F determined byn
Ž . Ž .the laws of Y. It follows that W ( F rR9 ( M p where M p is then n
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group of matrices generated by
y t y t1 1 n nw s , . . . , w s ,1 nž / ž /0 1 0 1
Ž .as discussed in Section 2. We identify W with M p in the obvious way son
 4that w , . . . , w is a free basis of W .1 n n
For each n G 1 let G be the preimage of X under the natural map h:i i
Ž .W ‚ Y given by h w s y for i s 1, . . . , n. Thus G is the group ofn n i i 1
1 mŽ . Ž .matrices in M p of the form . Observe that G ( RrR9 is a free10 1
Abelian group and so it is orderable. Of course, since Y is not the variety
of all groups, G / 1. Furthermore, in the series G eG e ??? in W , each1 1 2 n
factor G rG ( X rX is orderable and W s D‘ G . Nowiq1 i iq1 i n is1 i
 4y , . . . , y is a free basis of a free group of rank n y 1 in Y and so the1 ny1
matrices w , . . . , w form a free basis for a free group of rank n y 1 in1 ny1
W. Since Y is not the variety of all groups and n G 3, it follows easily that
1 m² : Ž .w , . . . , w contains a matrix of the form a s with m / 0. Thus1 ny1 0 1
² : w n1 / a g w , . . . , w l G . It is easy to see that a and a are linearly1 ny1 1
independent elements of G and the result now follows immediately from1
Theorem B.
The Proof of Corollary D. Recall that the upper central factors of
finitely generated torsion-free nilpotent groups are free Abelian and that
free Abelian groups are orderable.
Ž .Suppose that W and W are torsion-free and of class exactly c G 2n ny1
 4and let w , . . . , w be a free basis of W . We claim that there exists an1 n n
epimorphism u : V ‚ V such that ker u is not the normal closure of anq1 n
single element in V .nq1
Suppose first that c s 2. Since W is non-Abelian, there exists ann
w xinteger i - n such that w , w / 1. Let N denote the normal closure ofi n
w in W and Z the center of W . Note that NZ and W rNZ are both freei n n n
Abelian and therefore orderable. Our claim now follows from Theorem B
on setting a s w , since clearly a and aw n are linearly independenti
elements of NZ.
Suppose now that c ) 2. Recall that in any group X one has that
w Ž . Ž .x Ž . Ž .g X , g X F g X for all i, j G 1. Since c G 3, g W is ai j iqj cy1 ny1
non-central Abelian subgroup of W . Let a be a non-central element ofny1
Ž .W that lies in g W and observe that a is contained in the normalny1 cy1 ny1
Ž .Abelian subgroup g W of W . Now a is a non-central element of Wcy1 n n n
 4 w iand so there exists i g 1, . . . , n such that a / a. Replacing the free
 4  4basis w , . . . , w of W with the free basis w , . . . , w , w w if neces-1 n n 1 ny1 i n
w n ² :sary, we may assume that a / a. Since H s a, w is nilpotent, it isn
easy to see that a and aw n are linearly independent elements of H and it
w n Ž .follows that a and a are linearly independent elements of g W .cy1 n
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Now let A be a maximal normal Abelian subgroup of W that containsn
Ž . w ng W and observe that a and a are linearly independent elements ofcy1 n
A. It is easy to see that W rA is torsion-free and it follows that the uppern
central factors of W rA are free Abelian. Thus W has a series A sn n
G eG e ??? such that A is free Abelian, each factor G rG is order-1 2 iq1 i
able and W s D‘ G . Our claim now follows from Theorem B.n is1 i
Suppose now that W is a nilpotent variety of class c in which the free
groups are torsion-free, and that n ) c. Since W has class exactly c, there
exists a minimal m such that W has class exactly c. We claim that m F c.m
Suppose, for a contradiction, that m ) c. Then W has class k - c and soc
wevery c-generator subgroup of W has class at most k. It follows from 9,m
x34.34 that W has class k, a contradiction. Thus W has class exactly cm c
and therefore W has class exactly c for all l G c. In particular, W andl ny1
W have class c, and the final statement in the corollary now follows fromn
the first part of the corollary.
The following proof depends heavily on results that were established in
w x5 . Consequently, it is convenient for us to use the notation of that paper
w xthroughout. In the interests of brevity we direct the reader to 5, Sect. 1
for the relevant definitions.
 4The Proof of Theorem E. Let b , . . . , b be a free basis of V and1 nqm nqm
 4 Ž .let x , . . . , x be a basis of the absolutely free group F . In the1 nqm nqm
 4usual way, we view b , . . . , b as a free basis for V . Let p : F ‚ V1 n n nqm nqm
Ž .be the epimorphism defined by p x s b for i s 1, . . . , n q m, so thati i
X s ker p is the verbal subgroup of F that corresponds to the lawsnqm
of V.
Observe that
up
ker up ¤ F ‚ Vnqm n
Ž Ž .is a presentation of V on n q m generators, and so up x , . . . ,n 1
Ž .. Ž .up x is an element of V V , n q m .nqm n
Ž . Ž .Suppose now that the hypotheses of i or ii are satisfied. It follows
w Ž .xfrom 5, Theorems 4.6 and 4.9 ii , in the respective cases, that Aut F isnqm
Ž .transitive on V V , n q m . Therefore, there exists c g Aut F suchn nqm
Ž . Ž .that upc x s 1, for i s 1, . . . , m, and upc x s b , for j s m q 1,i j jym
 Ž . Ž .4. . . , m q n. Since c x , . . . , c x is a basis of F , it follows that1 nqm nqm
 Ž . Ž .4¤ s pc x , . . . , ¤ s pc x is a free basis of V . Evidently1 1 nqm nqm nqm
Ž .  Ž . Ž .u ¤ s 1 for i s 1, . . . , m. Moreover, since u ¤ s b , . . . , u ¤ si mq1 1 nqm
4b is a free basis of V , it follows that ker u is the normal closure ofn n
 4¤ , . . . , ¤ in V . The proof is complete.1 m nqm
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4. EXPLICIT PRESENTATIONS
Let V denote the free group of rank k in a variety V and letk
 4¤ , . . . , ¤ be a free basis of V . If G is a group that belongs to V and R1 k k
is a subset of V , then we writek
²² < ::G s ¤ , . . . , ¤ R , 6Ž .V1 k
Ž .if G ( V rN where N is the normal closure of R in V . Thus 6 holds ifk k
² < :and only if G ( x , . . . , x L, S , where L is the verbal subgroup of the1 k
² <:absolutely free group F s x , . . . , x corresponding to the laws of Vk 1 k
and S : F is a preimage of R under the natural epimorphism h: F ‚ Vk k k
Ž . Ž .given by h x s ¤ for i s 1, . . . , k. We call 6 a V-presentation of G.i i
Given the constructive nature of our proof of Theorem B, it is not
surprising that we are now in a position to exhibit some explicit V-presen-
tations that provide negative answers to Question 1. More precisely, for
each of the groups V referred to in Theorem B, we can find a subset V ofn
V such thatnq1
²² < ::V s ¤ , . . . , ¤ V , 7Ž .On 1 nq1
and VVnq 1, the normal closure of V in V , is not the normal closure of anq1
single element in V .nq1
With this goal in mind, we now adopt the notation and hypotheses of
Theorem B. First we investigate the kernel of the epimorphism g : V ‚nq1
qŽ .M p that appears in the proof of Theorem B. Let P denote the verbal
subgroup of F that corresponds to the laws of W. We identify Vnq1 nq1
 4with F rP9 in the natural way so that ¤ s x P9, . . . , ¤ s x P9 isnq1 1 1 nq1 nq1
a free basis of V .nq1
q qŽ .Recall that p : F ‚ W is defined by p x s w for i s 1, . . . , nnq1 n i i
qŽ . q Ž .and p x s 1. We let Q denote the kernel of p and observe that 1nq1
Ž q.shows that F rQ9 is isomorphic to M p via the mapnq1
n
q qqd p k p › kr› x tp Ž . Ž .Ý i ikQ9 “ ,is1 00 1
for all k g F .nq1
 4Clearly Q is the normal closure of P, x in F , and it follows thatnq1 nq1
 w Fnq 1 x w x4Q9 is the normal closure of P9, x , x , x , P in F . With thisnq1 nq1 nq1 nq1
information at hand, it is easy to see that
q Vnq 1 w xM p ( ¤ , . . . , ¤ N ¤ , ¤ , ¤ , L ,²² ::Ž . 1 nq1 nq1 nq1 nq1 V
where L is the verbal subgroup of V corresponding to the laws of W.nq1
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Recall from the proof of Theorem B that the kernel of the epimorphism
Ž q. Ž . Ž q.  4f : M p ‚ M p is the normal closure in M p of b Dc Z, b Dc Z .1 1 2 2
Ž .Let s and s , respectively, be any preimages of b Dc Z and b Dc Z1 2 1 1 2 2
under g , and let
Vnq 1 w xV s ¤ , ¤ , ¤ , L , s , s , 4nq1 nq1 nq1 1 2
Ž .a subset of V . Clearly ker u s ker f*g is the normal closure of V innq1
V and so we have obtained a V-presentation of V of the kind given atnq1 n
Ž .7 . There is an important point that needs to be made here: assuming only
that we can write a explicitly as a word in w , . . . , w , we can calculate1 ny1
suitable elements s and s explicitly as words in ¤ , . . . , ¤ . To illustrate1 2 1 nq1
Ž .this point, let us suppose that a s A w , . . . , w , a word in w , . . . , w .1 ny1 1 ny1
Ž .Then f s A x , . . . , x is a preimage of a under p and we may write1 ny1
Ž . w w xx Ž .qr s r x , . . . , x s f , f , x , a word in x , . . . , x . Now d x Q9 s1 n n 1 n p i
Ž . Ž .g ¤ s g x P9 for i s 1, . . . , n q 1, by our choice of g , and it followsi i
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .qthat d kQ9 s g kP9 for all k g F . Thus g r ¤ , . . . , ¤ s g rP9p nq1 1 n
Ž .qs d rQ9 sp
n n
q qp r p › rr› x t 1 p › rr› x tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i i y1 y1 y1s sa w a D ,nis1 is1 0  00 1 0 1
since r is a word in x , . . . , x that lies in ker pq, and it follows that1 n
Ž . y1 y1 y1r ¤ , . . . , ¤ is a preimage of a w a D under g . Of course, it follows1 n n
from the definition of g that ¤ is a preimage of Z under g .nq1
Recall that x s wy1 and y s a y 1. Letn
n
y1 y1 a p › fr› x tŽ .w yw t Ý 1 0i in n nX s and Y s y ,is1 ž /ž / 0 10 1  00 1
Ž q. Ž q.two elements of Z M p . Let B , C , B , C be the elements of Z M p1 1 2 2
that are obtained by replacing each lower case letter in the definition of
b , c , b , c given in Theorem 2.4 by the corresponding upper case letter.1 1 2 2
Ž q.Then, in terms of the action of Z M p on T that was described
immediately before Theorem 2.4, we have that
T s B ( D C ( Z and T s B ( D C ( Z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2 2 2
Thus we may write T and T explicitly as a product of left conjugates of D1 2
and Z. Moreover, the non-trivial conjugating elements that occur in these
products are X "1 and
n
a p › fr› x tŽ .Ý i i .is1 00 1
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Ž .Now it is easy to see from 1 that
g A ¤ , . . . , ¤ s g A x , . . . , x P9Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 ny1 1 ny1
n
a p › fr› x tŽ .Ý i is g f P9 s .Ž . is1 00 1
Ž y1 .Furthermore, g ¤ s X andn
D s g A ¤ , . . . , ¤ ¤ A ¤ , . . . , ¤ r ¤ , . . . , ¤Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž 1 ny1 n 1 ny1 1 n
y1 y1y1=A ¤ , . . . , ¤ ¤ A ¤ , . . . , ¤ .Ž . Ž . .1 ny1 n 1 ny1
Thus, we know a preimage under g of each factor that occurs in our
expressions for T and T as products of left conjugates of D and Z. It is1 2
Ž .now a straightforward matter to find s , s g V such that g s s T1 2 nq1 1 1
Ž .and g s s T .2 2
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
As we observed in the Introduction, the results B, C, and D above
provide negative answers to Question 1 only for m s 1. One obstacle to
extending these results to larger values of m is that we do not know the
answer to the following.
Question 2. Let H be a group such that there exists a non-free stably
free Z H-module M of rank m ) 1. Then does H generate the variety of
all groups? In particular, can such an H be soluble?
w xWe note that, by invoking difficult results of Bergman 2 , it is possible
to show that there exist free products H s A) B of groups A and B such
that Z H has non-free stably free modules of rank greater than 1. Of
course, with the exception of the infinite dihedral group C )C , free2 2
products of non-trivial groups contain free subgroups of rank 2 and
therefore generate the variety of all groups.
In connection with Question 2, we remark that if G is a finite group,
then non-free stably free ZG-modules are necessarily 2-generator and of
w xrank 1. This, and more, follows from 4, Theorem 3 . Furthermore, we
recall from Section 2 that the non-free stably free modules of Aramonov
that underlie our examples are also 2-generator and of rank 1. These
comments suggest our final problem.
Question 3. Does there exist a soluble group H such that Z H has a
non-free stably free module that requires more than two generators?
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